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A safer world
Did ynLr train as an artist?

I was reasonably bright at school so was

pushed into working in personnel for the

civil service, which was seen as a safe

career. I was miserable but stuck it out

for two years. N(hen I couldn't stand it
any more I went on the dole and did a

course in art and design at City College,

Liverpool. The moment I started I knew

that I had to be an artist and that
nothing would stop me.

Your style is very distinctive ...
It has evolved over time, but has never

been that different. At the beginning I
painted a lot ofskinny naked people with
teapots - and other kitchen implements -
on their heads. Then I moved on to

painting tiny animals against big
backgrounds, such as the jack russell on

red that sold so well for IKEA. Then one

day I bumped into Mr Mustard

bumbling along the seafront at Hove and

he's helped me with my paintings ever

since; colouring them in, hardly every

going over the lines.

',Vho's Mr Mr-rstardl
He's my alter ego; I often think 'I wonder

s.hat Mr Mustard would say to that?'

I've got a coat and hat like him, I
used to have those glasses, and I've

always thought my feet are too big.

Gradually a whole world has

emerged, occupied by Mr Mustard
(who hums tunelessly and dabbles

in hurricane prediction), his slightly
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stern wife Violet (who's a devil for Gypsy

Creams) and their grumpy jack russell

Doris. I've just added a new character

called Joyce Greenfields, who is a canary.

Whar media do you paint in?

I like to work with oil pastel crayons,

which I apply very thickly. I then add ink
on top, which dries opaque, then I scrape

ir off with water to give varying textures.

I iike working on a small scale; my

preferred size is 22xl6cm.

Do yr:u have an agent?
No. I like things to be done well, which I
find means doing them myself. I'm not

afraid of hard work. I have worked

with The Art Group for many

years and they produce

postefs, canvases, cards

and limited editions
after my work. I
publish a few small
editions myself of
my favourite
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artefacts via my website. I just organised

an exhibition in London to sell my

originals and other merchandise.

How did the exhibition ga?

It was great. I hired a gallery in Cork

Street, which cost a lot, but it was well

worth it. About half of the work involved

in putting the show together was

painting the pictures, the rest was

organising things. I designed the

invitation and catalogue and I got about

170 people along to the private view. I
got in touch with Tunnocks and they

gave me 300 caramel wafers to give to

visitors, then I approached a

confectionary company and they gave me

lots of retro sweets like Love Hearts and

sherbet fountains for the goody bags. \7e

had a popcorn machine and a raffle, as

well as champage; it was fun evening.

Throughout the show everyone got a

personal greeting and a cup of tea. I had

originals for up to f7000, along with
badges, mugs and calendars from f2.O
uww. artgrlup. clm, www. s amtoft. co. uk
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